In this paper we present three new schemes for sensor and actuator fault diagnosis for linear time-invariant systems: multirate parity-space techniques, multirate observers, and multirate detection filters. We show that these approaches offer distinct advantages over conventional fault diagnosis schemes in terms of ease of failure detection, the speed and the class of systems for which detection is possible.
I. Introduction
Numerous approaches have been developed to address the problem of detecting and isolating failures in dynamical systems, including the use of fault trees [l] , Kalman filters [2] , observers [l, 3, 4] , parity space techniques [5, 61, and detection filters [7, 8, 9, 10, 111 . Detailed descriptions of these and other methods can be obtained from the recent books [I, 121 and survey articles [13, 3, 21. All failure detection methods exploit redundant data which is obtained either directly, when two or more sensors are available for measurement of a process variable, or analytically, when a process variable is estimated using the mathematical process model. These redundancy relationships may then be exploited to generate residual signals. Under normal operating conditions these residuals are "small" in an appropriate sense and yet display distinct pattems when failures occur. The failure diagnosis process thus consists of two stagest:
(i) Residual generation: The residuals are independent of true measurements but reflect the effects of modeling uncertainty, noise, and component failures. In the absence of failures and gross modeling errors the residuals are unbiased showing agreement between measurements and model-based predictions.
(ii) Residual analysis: Due to the effccts of noise and model uncertainty the residuals must be carefully examined to determine the presense of failures (detection) and which system components have failed (isolation). See [15] for a discussion of methods used in selecting detection thresholds.
In this paper we shall concentrate on three fault diagnosis techniques:
parity space, observers, and detection filters. While these methods are the most popular and comprehensive, the applicability of both parity-space and detection filter based schemes has been limited in practise by the presence of RHP plant transmission zeros. Moreover the detection of actuator failures is typically much more difficult in the single-rate case. Here we show that both sensor and actuator faults may be detectcd by observing the behaviour of a residual vector as it evolves in a plane determined by the plant dynamics. Several recent papers in the literature [16, 171 have illustrated that periodically time-varying systems and multirate systems in particular possess an important property: namely, that generically one can select sampling rates such that the resulting system does not possess any transmission zeros. Further work has produced an efficient framework for analyzing such systems via an equivalent single-rate system, which has also led in turn to a parameterization of all compensators stabilizing a givcn multirate plant [18, 191. The presense of RHP zeros is usually rnanifestcd in the fault diagnosis problem by restrictions on the rank of certain matrices, constraints which are alleviated via the introduction of multirate sampling.
The paper is organized as follows: following a quick overview of the two bodies of theory to be linked in this report, fault diagnosis and multirate systems, we present the main results of the paper: a discussion of how one might implement the three most popular fault diagnosis schemcs, parity space, observers, and detection filters, in the context of multirate sampled data systems. We assume that all sampling intervals are rationally related, i.e. Ti/Tj is a rational number for all ( i , j ) , and further that the sampling operations are synchronized. We shall denote the z-transform of a discrete-time signal
The plant is assumed to be represented by a the state-space model where the state vector z E R", the input vector U E 'RP, and the output vector y E 72". It is assumed that the triple ( A , B , C ) is controllable and observable, and furthermore that the state is observable through each output channel.
II.2 Fault Diagnosis
The fault diagnosis problem we arc addressing is depicted in Figure 1 . This system configuration differs from a standard compensator feedback loop in that a dedicated fault-diagnosis unit monitors the plant inputs and outputs. This block is typically comprised of a dynamical system to generate and analyze residual signals. In this paper we consider two classes of faults: independent sensor failures, and independent actuator failures. It is possible to model the failure of actuators and sensors as additive signals appearing at appropriate places in the model as indicated in Figure 1 . Let ud(t) be the desired plant input and u ( t ) be the actual plant input, as modified by the actuator error signal a(t). By appropriate choice of the elements ai(t), we can reprcsent various failure modes for the ith actuator. In particular, if the i*h actuator freezes at its nominal position, producing no incremental output, thcn a, (1) = --U& (t). If there is a bias b; appearing on the actuator for some reason, thcn a;(t) = b;. Finally, if the ith actuator is stuck at a constant value b;, then a t ( t ) = bi -ud,(t) . Multiple failures can be modeled by specifying several elements of a(t) to be nonzero. Similarly, let yk be the sampled version of the actual sensor output, incorporating the e m r signal s(t). Sensor failures can be represented in a similar manner by appropriate choice of the signals si(t). The variables Ud and y thus represent the "external" signals, i.e. those that are available for fault diagnosis purposes, and U and Yd are "internal" or unaccessible signals.
Suppose that G(s) is the transfer function matrix of the plant, and that operating conditions we can compute the discretized version of the internal signal yd as where 2 -l ( . ) is the inverse z-transform operator. This computed value may then be compared to the actual measured value and used to form a residual signal referred to as the parity vector, vis.
When the plant transfer function is known exactly, there is no noise, and no failures, then the parity vector p is zero. Under normal conditions however p will be non-zero due to the presence of noise and modelling errors. When a failure occurs however, p will have a relatively large magnitude representing inconsistencies among the actuator inputs and sensor outputs with respect to the unfailed model. Different failures produce parity vectors with decidedly different characteristics, which may then be further used to isolate the failure to a particular system component.
Several researchers have studied the problem of failure isolation based on the direction of propagation of p ( k ) and also using voting schemes [20, 5, 6, 211. However, clean results are available only for systems which are decouplable by an output-injection map, i.e. systems for which a subset of the transmission zeros are stable [l]. We remove this restriction here by allowing periodic output injection maps for stabilization.
An closely related approach to residual generation is based on the use of observers as in Figure 2 .
Figure 2 Observer-Based Fault-Diagnosis
In this approach, a bank of observers is used to generate estimates lii of the. internal states of the plant. These are then used to compute (based on knowledge of the system model) estimates jj of the plant output vector and are compared to the actual output y within a detection logic block. We note however that the observer-based scheme as pictured above is useful primarily for sensor fault diagnosis. All the inputs U and only a subset of the outputs yi are used by the ith observer to generate &, the estimate of the state vector z. Naturally, the conditions for reconstructability of the state vector from this partial information must be satisfied. Further, one can design single observer based schemes for sensor fault detection and isolation. If one desired to perform combined actuator and sensor fault diagnosis using observer based techniques, one has to appeal to unknowninput observer theory [22, 231. Here again the system has to satisfy a variety of conditions involving stability of transmission zeros and the rank of certain system matrices.
The detection filter offers yet another approach for residual generation by comparing the outputs of a linear dynamical model with the actual system measurements, as in Figure 3 .
Figure 3 Detection Filter
The detection filter differs from the observer-based approach in that the residuals . E are fed back to the mod?' input through the feedback gain matrix F, which is chosen in order that rhe error E propagates along distinct directions for each sensor or actuator failure. In other words the residuals are filtered back through the model in such a way that when one of the components monitored by the detection filter fails, the residual vector is fixed in direction. This approach is also equivalent to the generalized parity vector approach as is shown in [6]. Here also clean isolation methods for sensor/actuator failures are available for systems if a certain subset of transmission zeros are stable. More precisely, most detection filters are designed such that the residuals resulting from actuator failures propagate along fixed directions where as those from sensor failures lie in planes.
Multirate Sampled Data Systems
In this paper we shall consider only a special case of a multirate system, as illustrated in Figure 4 . Such a configuration iswferred to as a fat-output sampled system, in that all the input signals are assumed to be sampled at the same base time period T, whereas the output signals y1 through y, are sampled at the rates T/,,, . . . ,TlnP respectively. where n1,. . . , n, are arbitmy non-zero integers. tiples of some base rate T g the underlying system can be viewed as pe- We now describe an elegant way of constructing a "single-rate" equiv- Such a construction might seem to be of rather academic interest, but is actually quite useful, particularly in light of the fact that a state-space
We synchronous sampling assumption is fairly standard. yet rarcly achieved in pnctire. duc U) hardware mst cmstraints.
realization for the so-called lifted system may be readily obtained from the state-space realization of the underlying linear shift-invariant system G.' The significance of the relation illustrated in this commutative diagram is that the properties of the multirate system (stability, etc.) may be deduced by examination of the equivalent single-rate system, to which existing analysis tools may readily be applied.
The general formula for the state-space realization of G is quite complicated, and would not serve to enlighten the reader here. We refer instead to [26] and present only the formula for the fast-output sampled case. Indeed, if G has the state-space realization then the lifted system G has the state-space realization
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Hence we consider a fault-detection scheme such as illustrated in Figure 6 .
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Figure 6 Multirate Fault Diagnosis
In this case we have collapsed the plant, sensors and actuators into a generic system'. Recognizing the uniform sampling we represent the input in vector form, whereas the outputs are considered individually due to non-uniform sampling.
In. Main Results
III.1 Parity-Space Techniques
To develop the theory of fault diagnosis using panty-space techniques, we shall first focus on the problem of detecting sensor faults, assuming that all the actuators are functioning properly. Recalling the definition of the parity vector, we seek a means for computing the uncorrupted plant outputs yd. for comparison with the measured outputs y;. Suppose that gi represents the transfer function from the inputs to the ifh plant output, with state-space realization given by
(7)
Suppose further that pi is the observability index for the plant through the ith output. Then it follows that the matrix has full rank, i.e. the rows are linearly independent. However, the row vector c,AP* is linearly dependent on the rows of 21, . We hope that the reader will f q i v e a sligln abuse of nomtion here, in that we have considered he "plant" C ( z ) IO 
. u & + s ) .
In this case we must produce control inputs much faster, resulting in much more computation.
The above scheme seems quite appealing intuitively, in that we are effectively oversampling the output signals. Given piecewise-continuous inputs to the system, it follows that the outputs may be predicted after a sufficient time has elapsed to allow determination of the systems initial state. In the absence of unmodeled dynamics, sensor noise or failures then, the value of each output may be readily determined throughout the remainder of the sampling interval. By continuing to sample the system in this period we can detect more quickly any deviation due to a sensor failure.
System-wide Fault Diagnosis
In the previous section, we considered the detection of a particular sensor failure from a residual signal p. From a practical point of view, it is of interest to develop a systematic method for detection and isolation of all the sensor and actuator failures. Here we present such a method using the residuals pi defined in (1 1). We make the assumption here that there are no simultaneous failures present in the system. In other words, there is only one failed component, either a sensor or an actuator, present in the system. Multiple simultaneous component failures are not treated here.
Suppose our system has p outputs and m inputs. Then we have p residuals, pi. defined by (11). The following logic may be used to detect and isolate failures in this case: L1 pi = 0, i = 1,2, ..., p, then all sensors and actuators are good.
L2 pj # 0; pi = 0; i # j , i = 1,2, ...,p, then sensor j is bad. L3 p , # 0; V j then one of the actuators is bad.
To isolate actuator failures using the residuals pi we need to do a little more work. Suppose there is a failure mode on the 8" actuator. Recalling Substituting (12) in (11) and noting that the right-hand side of (11) and using (9) and eliminating the zero rows. Thus Io is row-equivalent to the input-observability matrix.
Lemma 2.3 input-observable, and (ii) p 2 m.
Rank( L ) = m is a generic property if and only if (i) G is
ProoJ Suppose that G is not input-observable, i.e. that (17) 
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The corresponding minor of I, is zero only on a hypersurface in the parametric space of A,B,C,E. Thus L!:;::::] f 0. Further, from (19) it follows that all such minors of L are zero only on a hypersurface, and hence the lemma is established.
We have thus shown that system-wide fault diagmsis of sensors and actuators is possible using multirate parity relations, i.e equation (1 1). We point out that the simplicity of the technique is a consequknce of sampling the output faster than the input. In other words, corresponding results for the single rate sampled data system would be difficult to derive. Since input-observability is a generic system property, i.e it holds almost always for any given physical system, we can state the following theorem which follows directly from the preceding development.
Theorem 2.4 A multirate paripspace fault didgnosis scheme generically exists for any system that has at least as many outputs 4p inputs.
Thus we see that for tall* systems single sensor/actuator fault diagnosis is a generic property. We believe this to be a new result, and is certainly encouraging for those engaged in the control system design process for life critical applications such nuclear reactors, aircraft and spacecraft
We are aware that any model-based diagnostic scheme such as this one has to deal with the issue of robustness [IO, 11, 4] . We m currently looking into this issue in the context of multirate systems. Further, from the point of view of distinguishing between faults, the column vectors Li should be "separated" as much as possible, or more precisely, they should be as nearly orthogonal as possible.
Observers
In this case we construct an estimate i ( k T ) for the system state, and estimate the outputs directly for monitoring purposes. There are two distinct cases to consider.
Case I: Suppose that (ci, A) is observable for some output i. Choose pi = n, where n is the order of the systeni, and define the matrices Then Ci is non-singular, and we can form the state-estimate dimtly, given the output measurement vector and the input vector u(kT). The state estimate may be obtained directly f" the relation Giveen the state estimate, we can then compute the Output estimate and error residual as shown below.
It is interesting to note that such an approach is not used in general for discrete-time systems, because the state-estimate 2(kT) must first be explicitly formed as the output of a separate dynamical system since the system outputs may only contain partial state information (equivalently, the C matrix does not have full-column rank). Here we foim the state estimate directly, since we can ensure through proper choice of the output sampling rate T / p i that the multirate-sampled outputs contain full-state information. Indeed, save for registers to store the pi samples that comprise the composie output vector yi, the computation of the stateestimate is purely algebraic.
Case 2: We can get estimates faster by duplicating this approach, in effect having a bank of p observers operating concurrently, one fur each --* more wilh at lust as many uutputs as h a t s . 'Mis is the moat ummm case in practice.
output yi. Let C' be the matrix c with the first row cl removed. Supposing that (Cl, A) is observable, there exist integers 62,. . . ,S, such that r c2 1 Let and hence
which we note has the same form as in (10) A particularly attractive approach would be to use a TMR5 sensor for one output channel to obtain one valid output, and use that signal to estimate the others for fault diagnosis. We summarize these results in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 Consider an observable system G(P). Then there ahvays
exists a (multirate) observer based diagnosis scheme for sensor fault detection and isolation.
The question arises as to whether system-wide actuator fault diagnosis is possible using observer schemes. For actuator diagnosis to be possible, we need to extend unknown-input observer theory [22, 231 to the multirate sampling framework. Research is continuing on this aspect of the problem.
Detection Filter
The multirate detection filter is formed in a natural manner by multirate sampling of the system outputs, with the structure as illustrated by Figure 7 Consider for a moment the derivation of the single-rate detection filter.
Suppose that the plant G has the standard state-space realization" as in Figure 7 . Then the detection filter may be described by the equations
' Note that this is m e w h a t nm-standard. in that we have a throughput tenn E presenr. Previws derivations of the &tcction filter considered only the m e of strictly-pmper plana. The non-nro thtwghput tenn will be significant hwe however. in that it arises naturally when considering the ~iugle-rate quivalent d the multirate aystem.
Combining the plant dynamics and the detection lilter equations above we can define the error signal dynamics e as follows: the subscripts on the matrices denote the jfh column. This equation illustrates that actuators faults also produce error signals that propagate in a plane. In case of a step-change error in an actuator, we have a j ( k ) = aj(k -1) = a j , a constant. Then (37) simplifies to
All step-typc actuator failures produce detection filter e m r along the first m columns of the matrix (c'a + ( I + A)E). As in the case of sensor failures, the first q columns of this matrix also determine the directions along which the steady-state detection filter error propagates for any actuator failure that eventually settles down to a constant value. As before, we summarize these results in the form of a theorem. Theorem 4.1 Given an observable system G(z), there exists a deadbeat detection filter and a choice of input and output sampling rates such that system-wide sensorlactuator fault diagnosis can be made using fued direction or planar signatures.
It is easy to see the benefit of multirate sampling from equations (35-38). We need ordy the observability of the system (or equivalently, the nonsingularity of C) as a condition for the existence of the detection filter. The implementation of the failure detection and isolation schemes is then similar to the single-rate case. However, in the single-rate case it is also required that the system satisfy certain decouplability conditions [9] . The failure signatures produced by the multirate detection filter (MRDF) are amenable to simple diagnostic techniques. As with any type of detection system the appearance of a residual with a magnitude greater than some threshold signals failure. In our case, the detection filter generates distinct failure signatures for both actuators and sensors. In the particular case of sellsor bias failures these signatures are unidirectional. Isolation in this case is relatively easy; one can use standard vector geomeq to determine which of the failure signature vectors is most closely aligned with the residual vector. Planar (actuator) signatures are dealt with in a similar manner.
IV. Conclusions
We have introduced three new techniques for the detection of failures in linear time invariant systems, based on the use of multirate sampling in the context of traditional observer, parity-space, and detection filter systems. It has been shown that the use of multirate sampling in each of these systems provides a more elegant failure detection system and alleviates the problems inherent with application to systems containing non-minimum phase zeros. In particular, we have shown that the existence of certain types of fault diagnosis schemes is a generic system property.
There are certainly many areas for fruitful research yet to be pursued in the context of multirate fault diagnosis. We are cumntly focusing on implementation issues via application of the techniques to variable cycle turbine engines. There is (at least conceptually) considerable design freedom here, particularly in the choice of sampling rates, that may be used for instance in obtaining better numerical conditioning of several matrices for which inverses are required. As mentioned previously, there is a need to extend these results to deal with the issues of robustness, and unknowninput observer theory for system-wide actuator fault diagnosis. We have also considered for the sake of simplicity only a rather simple case of multirate sampling, limited as it were to fast sampling of the system outputs. We pksent the conjecture that a more general sampling scheme involving multirate sampling of the system inputs and outputs might present further enhancements over single-rate fault diagnosis schemes.
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